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ABSTRACT

A simulation software based on a
model has been developed by the C.E.A. in
order to predict the results of ultrasonic
examinations. The algorithm account for the
response of a crack close to the outer surface of
a block examined with a focusing probe. It is
based on a model described in this paper. This
model allows to explain the main features
observed on the echodynamic curves.
Comparisons between experimental and
simulated results show a quite good agreement.

INTRODUCTION

Detection and caracterisation of defects are
commonly performed by ultrasonic testing in
pulse echo-mode. The analysis of the results of
such an examination consists in identifying the
different echoes and deducting from the
echodynamic and bscan curves the nature, the
position and the size of the defects. In order to
make this analysis easier and more reliable, a
comparison with theoretical results is highly
desirable.
The simulations generally use sophisticated
algorithms and are not easily accessible to non
specialists. We have developed a simulation
software which predicts the echodynamic and
the bscan curves resulting from the presence of
a defect in a block. The algorithm is based on a
very simple model and so the simulations are
quickly and easily carried out. We first explain
this physical model, then we brievly describe the
software and at last some experimental results
are presented in order to assess the simulations.

PRINCIPLE OF THE MODEL

Let us consider a block containing a crack close
to the outer surface (the surface opposite to the
control) and examined with an immersion
focused probe acting as a transmitter and as a
receiver. The crack may be misoriented.

In the following we assume that the block is
homogeneous and isotropic and that the crack is
perfectly reflecting.

In addition to the edge diffraction echoes, strong
corner effect echoes are received provided the
ligament — the distance between the crack and
the outer surface - is sufficiently small. Because
of the mode conversions we will see below that
several corner effect echoes are received.The
same formalism is used for all the echoes but,
for convenience in a first step we don't consider
the mode conversions.
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Fig. 1 : Coordinates (7e,Ze] and (Tr,Zr) related to the
focal axis. The amplitude distribution p[z) of a broad
band transducer focusing transducer is schematically
represented.



Applying the klrchhoff theory of the diffraction
we may express the amplitude of an echoe as
the sum of the contributions of secondary
reemission sources distributed along the defect.
In addition we assume that the contribution of
such a secondary source has the same spatial
dépendance as the field Pfc,z) emitted by the
transducer. This approximation consists in
extending the reciprocal emission-reception
behaviour of the UT transducers in the presence
of a liquid/solid interface and in assuming that
each secondary source is "seen" by the
receiver as a spherical source. Therefore we
may express the amplitude of an echoe by :

e(x) = C r l j ds P( re . ze ) P( rr
defect

Where x is the transducer position,
the proportionality factor Crt takes into

account the reflection, refraction and scattering
coefficients.

Pfcz) is the ultrasonic field emitted by the
transmitter,

the couple of coordinates (z,z) defines the
position of a point in the ultrasonic beam ( see
figure 1 ) : Z measures the point to beam axis
distance and z represents the distance along the
beam axis, (e is put for emission and r for
reception),

ds represents an infinitesimal element of
area on the defect. In the following all the
calculations are carried out in 2 dimensions so
ds is an infinitesimal element of lenght in the
incidence plane.

The ultrasonic field P(1C,z) is assumed to be
known. In the case of a focused probe it can be
accurately approximated in the focal region by:

P ( T . Z ) = P ( T . Z ) e-Jkz (2)

where k is the wave nomber.

The amplitude distribution pfoz) is a caracferistic
of the probe. It may be deduced from
experiment [1] or calculated with adapted
algorithms [2]. Typically p(t, z) varies slowly
with z while it rapidly decreases with .

Including equation (2) in (1) we obtain :

e(x) = P( U • h ) P( r c . i r
deled

(3)

Applied to the edge diffraction, expression (3)
becomes :

e(x) = / ds p2( T . z ) e~2Jkz

defect
14)

since the direction of reception is the same as
the direction of emission.

In the case of the corner effect, the contributions
of the secondary sources add in phasis and
expression (3) becomes :

e(x) = Crt J ds p( re , ze ) p( r r , Ix ) (5)
defect

Let us now consider the mode conversions. In
the general case the transducer emits both a L
beam and a T beam. In addition, mode
conversions may occur on the defect or on the
outer surface. The proceeding formalism can be
extended by considering that a point of the
block may be "seen" by the transducer in
different ways : directly in the longitudinal or
shear wave beams, or after reflection on the
outer surface. So a point in the block may be
defined by six different couples of coordinates '

Z. z). For a given ultrasonic path the equation (1
becomes

e(x) = J d s Pe( rt . Z6 ) Pr( Tr • h )
defect

16)

where pe and p f (resp. k and kf) are the
amplitude distribution in the L or T beam (resp.
the L or T wave number) depending on the
ultrasonic path which is considered.



It is clear that most of the ultrasonic paths don't
give rise to significant echoes because of the
presence of the term phasis in the summation. In
the case of a vertical crack the sum (6) is
constructive only for the two "simple" corner
effects LLL ancf TTT and for the two corner
effects LLT and LTT with the mode conversion
occuring on the outer surface (see figure 5)

time of flight is obtained by taking the mean
value of the times calculated tor each secondary
source along the defect.

IMPLEAAENTATION

The C.E.A. has developed a simulation software
based on the previous model. This software is
implemented on a work station and is user
friendly and wholly interactive. Its use does'nt
need any peculiar knowledge about
modélisation and a UT operator can quickly
and easily simulate an examination.

Elements of the control panel are reproduced on
the figure 2. The results of a simulation are
represented in the echodynamic, bscan and
ascan windows. The numerical values of the
amplitude and the time of flight of the echoes
are accessible by moving a cursor in the
echodynamic window. This cursor also controls
the ascan window. The ascan curves are
obtained by combinating the calculated
amplitude and time of flight of each echoe with
a given signal shape.
At last in the "tscan" window, the transducer
and the block are schematically represented.
During the simulation an animation in the tscan
window permits the visualization of the
examination: the user sees the transducer
moving and for each scanning position, the
ultrasonic paths which contribute to the echoes
are traced. These rays are generated from the
transmitter by sampling the beam and they are
extended by applying the laws of geometric
optics until they reach the receiver 13]. This
visualization is an helpful tool for interpretation
of the experimental results.

Fig. 2 : Elements of the control pane! of the software :
"tscan", echodynamic, bscan and ascan windows. The
simulation concerns a vertical crack close to the outer
surface of a steel block and a L45 examination. In the
tscan window the ray tracing is shown for a medium
scanning position.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS : T45
EXAMINATIONS

Echodynamic curves shown figure 3 a result from
thick (200mm) ferritic steel block examinations

f4|. The block contains artificial cracks of 20mm
ieight with varying ligament sizes (0 to 20mm).

The cracks are perpendicular to the surface and
the examinations have been performed with a
IMHz T45 focusing transducer, so nc mode
conversions are observed.
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Fig. 3 : T45 examinations - Corner effect of a 20mm
crack located at different distances from the outer surface
(0 to 20mm)
a] experimental echodynamic curves
b) simulated ecbodynamic curves

Figure 3 shows that if the ligament is large
enough, the echodynamic curve shows two
peaks. This behaviour is predicted and
qualitatively explained by the model. Neglecting
the z dépendance of the amplitude distribution

f ) it can be proved that equation (5)
becomes :

(7)
p

e(x) = Crt J p(-u-x) p(u-x) du

where—TQ, I and h Leing respectively the angle
of refraction of the beam, the ligament and the
height of the c rack -x i n f = jta(rQ) and x =
(l+n)tg(rQ) and where p[uj is used rror
p(u/cos[ro)) (here ro=45°).
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Fig. 4 : Illustration of the existence of a maximum on
echodynamic curve close to x=x- t. In a] and b) the
transducer positions are respectively x=0 and X= x - p The

ved in
integral expression (7) of e(x).
shaded areas indicate the p(u) intervals involved in the

This last expression allows to understand the
two peaks shape of the echodynamic curves.
Actually the integral form (7) accepts an
extremum for x = 0. But, as it is illustrated on
figure 4 , for sufficiently large I values compared
to the focal diameter, this extremum is a
minimum and e(x) has two maxima close to
+ ltg(r0) and - ltg(r0).

The results of the simulations are presented
figure 3b. They have been obtained using an
analytical approximated expression of p( ) and
neglecting the z dépendance. The evolution of
the echodynamic curves with increasing values
of the ligament is well predicted.



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS : L45
EXAMINATIONS
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Fig. 5 : Ultrasonic paths
a) edge diffraction LL
b) simple corner effects LLL and TTT
cjcorner effects involving mode conversion : LLT and LTT.
The transducer is located at the positions of the maximum
of each echoe.

We present on figures 6 to 8 comparisons
between experimental and simulated involving
mode conversions. The acquisitions have been
achieved on a steel block of 37.5mm thickness
with a 2MHz L45 transducer. The block
contains two 15 mm height notches, the first
simulates a breaking crack and the second has
a ligament of 3 mm.
Several echoes are recorded. They result from
[see figure 5) : the edge diffraction (LL), the two
simple corner effect (LlI) and (TTT) and the two

corner effects with a mode conversion occuring
on the outer surface (LLT) and (LTT). Obviously
the ultrasonic paths L-̂ -LVT and LVT-^-T are
accompanied by the symmetrical paths T->L->L
and T->T->L which are implicitely contained in
the notation LLT and LTT.

The LLT and LTT echoes have the same time of
flight so they can't be distinguished by the

. experiment. Hence the LLT ana LTT calculated
amplitudes are added on figure 6 and 7.
The simulations have been carried out using
approximated amplitude distributions in the I
ana the T beams.

The figures 6 to 8 show that the simulations
reproduce quite well the position of the different
echoes and that the relative amplitude are in a
good agreement.
The maximum of the LLT+LTT echoe is at equal
distance from the maximum of the LLL and TTT
echoes ( see figure 4 ) and the LLT+LTT echoes
has the strongest amplitude. Actually the term
phasis in equation (6) is constant for LLT and
LTT hence the summation is constructive. In
addition figure 4 shows that the LLT ultrasonic
path is well oriented : p (0).p [O) contribute to
the integral form (6). At last it is not surprising
that LLT+LTT echoe is stronger than LLL which is
also well oriented because the
reflection/refraction coefficients favour the mode
conversion.
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Fig. 6 : L45 examination - 15mm breaking notch -
Comparison between expérimental and calculated
echodynamic curves.
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FIg. 7 : L45 examination • 15mm notch with a 3mm
ligament - Comparison between experimental and
calculated ecbodynamic curves.

Fig. 8 : L45 examination - 15mm breaking notch -
Comparison between experimental and calculated bscan

These comparisons are quite satisfying and
prove the reliability of the method even ifmode
conversions are involved. Moreover the
simulations can be easily improved : by the use
of optimized amplitude distributions, either
calculated or deduced from experiment, by
extending the algorithm to 3D calculations, and
by the use or the geometrical theory of
diffraction for the calculations concerning the
edge diffraction [2].

CONCLUSION

The simulation software presented above permits
to easily and quickly simulate an UT
examination. It is based on a model which
simply explains the principal features about
echodynamic and bscan curves. Moreover
comparisons between experiments and
simulations show a quite satisfying quantitative
agreement. This proves the reliability of the
algorithm even in the intricate case involving
mode conversion echoes.

The algorithm has been developed for a
focused probe acting as a transmitter and as a
receiver, but the model can be easily extended
to other situations.
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